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Constitutional Idolatry and Democracy investigates the increasingly important subject of constitutional
idolatry and its effects on democracy. Focussed around whether the UK should draft a single written
constitution, it suggests that constitutions have been drastically and persistently over-sold throughout the
years, and that their wider importance and effects are not nearly as significant as constitutional advocates
maintain. Chapters analyse whether written constitutions can educate the citizenry, invigorate voter
turnout, or deliver ‘We the People’ sovereignty.
After the Revolution: Authority in a Good Society - Robert A. Dahl 1970

The Analysis of International Relations - Karl Wolfgang Deutsch 1968
Modern Political Analysis - Robert A. Dahl 1976
On Political Equality - Robert A. Dahl 2008-10-01
In this book, the eminent psychoanalyst Leonard Shengold looks at why some people are resistant to
change, even when it seems to promise a change for the better. Drawing on a lifetime of clinical experience
as well as wide readings of world literature, Shengold shows how early childhood relationships with parents
can lead to a powerful conviction that change means loss. Dr. Shengold, who is well known for his work on
the lasting affects of childhood trauma and child abuse in such seminal books as Soul Murder and Soul
Murder Revisited, continues his exploration into the consequences of early psychological injury and loss. In
the examples of his patients and in the lives and work of such figures as Edna St. Vincent Millay, William
Wordsworth, and Henrik Ibsen, Shengold looks at the different ways in which unconscious impressions
connected with early experiences and fantasies about parents are integrated into individual lives. He shows
the difficulties he encounters with his patients in raising these memories to the conscious level where they
can be known and owned; and he also shows, in his survey of literary figures, how these memories can
become part of the creative process. Haunted by Parents offers a deeply humane reflection on the values
and limitations of therapy, on memory and the lingering effects of the past, and on the possibility of
recognizing the promise of the future.
Modern Political Analysis - Robert A. Dahl 1965

Polyarchy - Robert A. Dahl 2008-10-01
"A tightly woven explanation of the conditions under which cultures that do not tolerate political opposition
may be transformed into societies that do."—Foreign Affairs "[Dahl's] analysis is lucid, perceptive, and
thorough."—Times Literary Supplement Amidst all the emotional uproar about democracy and the
widespread talk of revolution comes this clear call to reason—a mind-stretching book that equips the young
and the old suddenly to see an ageless problem of society in a new and exciting way. Everything Dahl says
can be applied in a fascinating way to the governing of any human enterprise involving more than one
person—whether it is a nation-state, a political party, a business firm, or a university.
Pluralism in Political Analysis - Francis A. O'Connell 2017-08-02
The theory of democratic pluralism has long provided the dominant ideal and description of politics in
industrial societies with competing party systems. The purpose of this classic collection, including some of
the leading theorists of the late 1960s, is to subject this theory to systematic scrutiny. The authors examine
the work of such pluralists as Robert Dahl, David Truman, Adolf Berle, Arthur Bentley, Joseph Schumpeter,
and Walter Lippmann, as well as of such critics of pluralist theory as C. Wright Mills, Herbert Marcuse,
Henry Kariel, and Grant McConnell. Voicing the respective points of view of science, economics,
philosophy, and psychology, the authors converge in their agreement that the conventional, pluralist
interpretation of contemporary politics requires significant revision. The views of these diverse critics
coalesce into the outline of what they see as a more enlightened political ideal and a more relevant
descriptive theory. This collective portrait offers a provocatively new interpretative framework for the
understanding of the politics of contemporary industrial society. Connolly includes a sophisticated
discussion of such concepts as power, decision-making, politics, and interest groups and devotes
considerable attention to the need to promote positive change, particularly where the pluralist system
shows bias against certain segments of society as well as against some dimensions of social life affecting
everyone's existence in the society. Intended for use in Comparative Government, Contemporary Political
Theory, Political Parties and Pressure Groups, and advanced courses in American Government, this volume
remains a challenging resource for those dealing with the nature and possible change of the organization of
contemporary democratic society.
How Democratic Is the American Constitution? - Robert A. Dahl 2003-11-10
In this provocative book, one of our most eminent political scientists questions the extent to which the
American Constitution furthers democratic goals. Robert Dahl reveals the Constitution's potentially
antidemocratic elements and explains why they are there, compares the American constitutional system to
other democratic systems, and explores how we might alter our political system to achieve greater equality

Frameworks of Power - Stewart R Clegg 1989-07-17
This textbook provides a coherent and comprehensive account of the different frameworks for
understanding power which have been advanced within the social sciences. Though looking back to the
classical literature on power with special emphasis on Machiavelli and Hobbes, the book concentrates on
the modern analysis of power - from both British and American social and political theorists, and from
German Critical Theory and French theorists such as Foucault - and develops upon its theory and its
application. Not only does the book provide an overview of the various frameworks of power advanced by
these and other influential thinkers, but it also develops a new synthesis based on important work in both
the sociology of science and the sociology of organizations. This approach is then applied to key questions
in the comparative historical sociology of the emergence of the modern state.
A Preface to Democratic Theory - Robert A. Dahl 1956
Robert Dahl's Preface helped launch democratic theory fifty years ago as a new area of study in political
science, and it remains the standard introduction to the field. Exploring problems that had been left
unsolved by traditional thought on democracy, Dahl here examines two influential models--the Madisonian,
which represents prevailing American doctrine, and its recurring challenger, populist theory--arguing that
they do not accurately portray how modern democracies operate. He then constructs a model more
consistent with how contemporary democracies actually function, and, in doing so, develops some original
views of popular sovereignty and the American constitutional system.
Constitutional Idolatry and Democracy - Brian Christopher Jones 2020-06-26
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among citizens. In a new chapter for this second edition, he shows how increasing differences in state
populations revealed by the Census of 2000 have further increased the veto power over constitutional
amendments held by a tiny minority of Americans. He then explores the prospects for changing some
important political practices that are not prescribed by the written Constitution, though most Americans
may assume them to be so.
The Policy-making Process - Charles Edward Lindblom 1980

Hooked - Markus Prior 2018-12-13
Political interest is the strongest predictor of 'good citizenship', yet little is known about it. This book
explains why some people find politics interesting while others don't.
Political Analysis - Colin Hay 2017-03-14
Political Analysis provides an accessible and engaging yet original introduction and distinctive contribution,
to the analysis of political structures, institutions, ideas and behaviours, and above all, to the political
processes through which they are constantly made and remade. Following an innovative introduction to the
main approaches and concepts in political analysis, the text focuses thematically on the key issues which
currently concern and divide political analysts, including the boundaries of the political; the question of
structure, agency and power; the dynamics of political change; the relative significance of ideas and
material factors; and the challenge posed by postmodernism which the author argues the discipline can
strengthen itself by addressing without allowing it to become a recipe for paralysis.
Power and International Relations - David A. Baldwin 2016-03-22
Contrary to conventional wisdom, the concept of power has not always been central to international
relations theory. During the 1920s and 30s, power was often ignored or vilified by international relations
scholars—especially in America. Power and International Relations explores how this changed in later
decades by tracing how power emerged as an important social science concept in American scholarship
after World War I. Combining intellectual history and conceptual analysis, David Baldwin examines power's
increased presence in the study of international relations and looks at how the three dominant approaches
of realism, neoliberalism, and constructivism treat power. The clarity and precision of thinking about power
increased greatly during the last half of the twentieth century, due to efforts by political scientists,
psychologists, sociologists, economists, philosophers, mathematicians, and geographers who contributed to
"social power literature." Baldwin brings the insights of this literature to bear on the three principal
theoretical traditions in international relations theory. He discusses controversial issues in power analysis,
and shows the relevance of older works frequently underappreciated today. Focusing on the social power
perspective in international relations, this book sheds light on how power has been considered during the
last half century and how it should be approached in future research.
The Democracy Sourcebook - Robert A. Dahl 2003-08-15
The Democracy Sourcebook offers a collection of classic writings and contemporary scholarship on
democracy, creating a book that can be used by undergraduate and graduate students in a wide variety of
courses, including American politics, international relations, comparative politics, and political philosophy.
The editors have chosen substantial excerpts from the essential theorists of the past, including Jean-Jacques
Rousseau, John Stuart Mill, Alexis de Tocqueville, and the authors of The Federalist Papers; they place
them side by side with the work of such influential modern scholars as Joseph Schumpeter, Adam
Przeworski, Seymour Martin Lipset, Samuel P. Huntington, Ronald Dworkin, and Amartya Sen. The book is
divided into nine self-contained chapters: "Defining Democracy," which discusses procedural, deliberative,
and substantive democracy; "Sources of Democracy," on why democracy exists in some countries and not in
others; "Democracy, Culture, and Society," about cultural and sociological preconditions for democracy;
"Democracy and Constitutionalism," which focuses on the importance of independent courts and a bill of
rights; "Presidentialism versus Parliamentarianism"; "Representation," discussing which is the fairest
system of democratic accountability; "Interest Groups"; "Democracy's Effects," an examination of the effect
of democracy on economic growth and social inequality; and finally, "Democracy and the Global Order"
discusses the effects of democracy on international relations, including the propensity for war and the
erosion of national sovereignty by transnational forces.
Democracy in Dark Times - Jeffrey C. Isaac 1998
Viewing contemporary democratic practice through the lens of Hannah Arendt's political theory and
thoroughly exploring the difficulties of democratic citizenship and civil society that concerned Arendt,
Jeffrey Isaac deals with issues of pressing contemporary relevance. He looks at the Eastern and Central
European revolutions of 1989, the future of democracy in America, and the ethical significance of Bosnian
genocide.
On Democracy - Robert A. Dahl 2000

Data Analysis for Politics and Policy - Edward R. Tufte 1974
Introduction to data analysis; Predictions and projections: some issues of research design; Two-variable
linear regression; Multiple regression.
Pluralism, Democracy and Political Knowledge - Hans Theodorus Blokland 2011
Taking his work as a point of reference, this book not only provides an illuminating history of political
science, told via Dahl and his critics. It also offers a revealing analysis as to what progress we have made in
our thinking on pluralism and democracy, and what progress we could make, given social sciences
epistemological constraints. Above and beyond this, the development and the problems of pluralism and
democracy are explored in the context of the process of modernization.
Modern Political Analysis - Robert A. Dahl 2002
Makes use of everyday and historical examples to illustrate key concepts used by contemporary political
scientists.
Democratic Transformations in Europe - Yvette Peters 2016-12-01
Democracies evolve. Their evolution is not only key to their survival; it is also a reflection of the changing
environment in which they operate. This book contributes to the analysis and understanding of how
democratic states have transformed over time by examining a number of challenges and opportunities that
they face. With a focus on ‘Europe 31’, understood as the EU28 plus Switzerland, Norway, and Iceland, the
book brings together separate strands of literature which often remain disconnected in political science
narratives. Looking at citizen–state relations, the restructuring of politics and institutions of the state, and
developments which reach 'beyond and below' the state, it interrogates a variety of issues ranging from the
decline of parties or the re-emergence of nationalism as a political force, to liberal challenges to social
democracy, terrorist threats, and climate change. The book combines these different dimensions into a
comprehensive overview of the state of contemporary democracy, its challenges and opportunities, and its
dynamic capacity to adapt. In other words, it deals with the perpetual threats to and transformations of
democracy, and the state’s ability to protect and strengthen its democratic attributes. This text will be of
key interest to scholars of European Politics, Comparative Politics, and Democracy Studies.
Power, Participation, and Protest in Flint, Michigan - Ashley E. Nickels 2019-10-11
When the 2011 municipal takeover in Flint, Michigan placed the city under state control, some supported
the intervention while others saw it as an affront to democracy. Still others were ambivalent about what
was supposed to be a temporary disruption. However, the city’s fiscal emergency soon became a public
health emergency—the Flint Water Crisis—that captured international attention. But how did Flint’s
municipal takeovers, which suspended local representational government, alter the local political system?
In Power, Participation, and Protest in Flint, Michigan, Ashley Nickels addresses the ways residents,
groups, and organizations were able to participate politically—or not—during the city’s municipal takeovers
in 2002 and 2011. She explains how new politics were created as organizations developed, new coalitions
emerged and evolved, and people’s understanding of municipal takeovers changed. Inwalking readers
through the policy history of, implementation of, and reaction to Flint’s two municipal takeovers, Nickels
highlights how the ostensibly apolitical policy is, in fact, highly political.
The American Party System and the American People - Fred I. Greenstein 1985
Readings in Modern Political Analysis - Robert A. Dahl 1968
A Preface to Democratic Theory, Expanded Edition - Robert A. Dahl 2006-09-15
Publisher description
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Publisher Fact Sheet In this accessible & authoritative book, an eminent political theorist provides a primer
on democracy that clarifies what it is, why it is valuable, how it works, & what challenges it confronts in the
future. Since its original publication in 1999, the book has been translated or is being translated in more
than a dozen foreign languages.
Sovereignty - Bertrand de Jouvenel 2012-01-26
Bertrand de Jouvenel examines the relationship between the distribution of power and the creation of an
ethical society.
Pluralism in Political Analysis - Francis A. O'Connell 2017-07-05
The theory of democratic pluralism has long provided the dominant ideal and description of politics in
industrial societies with competing party systems. The purpose of this classic collection, including some of
the leading theorists of the late 1960s, is to subject this theory to systematic scrutiny. The authors examine
the work of such pluralists as Robert Dahl, David Truman, Adolf Berle, Arthur Bentley, Joseph Schumpeter,
and Walter Lippmann, as well as of such critics of pluralist theory as C. Wright Mills, Herbert Marcuse,
Henry Kariel, and Grant McConnell.Voicing the respective points of view of science, economics, philosophy,
and psychology, the authors converge in their agreement that the conventional, pluralist interpretation of
contemporary politics requires significant revision. The views of these diverse critics coalesce into the
outline of what they see as a more enlightened political ideal and a more relevant descriptive theory. This
collective portrait offers a provocatively new interpretative framework for the understanding of the politics
of contemporary industrial society.Connolly includes a sophisticated discussion of such concepts as power,
decision-making, politics, and interest groups and devotes considerable attention to the need to promote
positive change, particularly where the pluralist system shows bias against certain segments of society as
well as against some dimensions of social life affecting everyone's existence in the society. Intended for use
in Comparative Government, Contemporary Political Theory, Political Parties and Pressure Groups, and
advanced courses in American Government, this volume remains a challenging resource for those dealing
with the nature and possible change of the organization of contemporary democratic society.
Democracy and Its Critics - Robert A. Dahl 2008-10-01
In this prize-winning book, one of the most prominent political theorists of our time makes a major
statement about what democracy is and why it is important. Robert Dahl examines the most basic
assumptions of democratic theory, tests them against the questions raised by its critics, and recasts the
theory of democracy into a new and coherent whole. He concludes by discussing the directions in which
democracy must move if advanced democratic states are to exist in the future. “When Robert Dahl speaks
about democracy, everyone should listen. With Democracy and Its Critics Dahl has produced a work
destined to become another classic.”—Lucian W. Pye, American Political Science Review “In this
magisterial work [Dahl]… describe[s] what democracy means…; why our own democracy is still deeply
flawed; and how we could reform it…. A work of extraordinary intelligence and, what is even rarer, a work
of extraordinary wisdom.”—Robert N. Bellah, New York Times Book Review
Pluralism, Democracy and Political Knowledge - Hans Blokland 2016-04-22
The political discontent or malaise that typifies most modern democracies is mainly caused by the widely
shared feeling that the political freedom of citizens to influence the development of their society and,
related to this, their personal life, has become rather limited. We can only address this discontent when we
rehabilitate politics, the deliberate, joint effort to give direction to society and to make the best of
ourselves. In Pluralism, Democracy and Political Knowledge, Hans Blokland examines this challenge via a
critical appraisal of the pluralist conception of politics and democracy. This conception was formulated by,
above all, Robert A. Dahl, one of the most important political scholars and democratic theorists of the last
half century. Taking his work as the point of reference, this book not only provides an illuminating history
of political science, told via Dahl and his critics, it also offers a revealing analysis as to what progress we
have made in our thinking on pluralism and democracy, and what progress we could make, given the
epistemological constraints of the social sciences. Above and beyond this, the development and the
problems of pluralism and democracy are explored in the context of the process of modernization. The
author specifically discusses the extent to which individualization, differentiation and rationalization
contribute to the current political malaise in those countries which adhere to a pluralist political system.

Who Governs? - Robert Alan Dahl 1965
The Descriptive Analysis of Power - Jack H. Nagel 1975
Congress and Foreign Policy - 1989
Modern Political Analysis The Democratic Paradox - Chantal Mouffe 2009-06-09
From the theory of ‘deliberative democracy’ to the politics of the ‘third way’, the present Zeitgeist is
characterized by attempts to deny what Chantal Mouffe contends is the inherently conflictual nature of
democratic politics. Far from being signs of progress, such ideas constitute a serious threat to democratic
institutions. Taking issue with John Rawls and Jürgen Habermas on one side, and the political tenets of
Blair, Clinton and Schröder on the other, Mouffe brings to the fore the paradoxical nature of modern liberal
democracy in which the category of the ‘adversary’ plays a central role. She draws on the work of
Wittgenstein, Derrida, and the provocative theses of Carl Schmitt, to propose a new understanding of
democracy which acknowledges the ineradicability of antagonism in its workings.
Regimes and Oppositions - Robert A. Dahl 1974
Neopluralism - Andrew S. McFarland 2004
Many of the basic issues of political science have been addressed by pluralist theory, which focuses on the
competing interests of a democratic polity, their organization, and their influence on policy. Andrew
McFarland shows that this approach still provides a promising foundation for understanding the American
political process.
Political Science and Ideology - William Connolly 2017-07-05
Professor David Kettler commented at the time of initial release, that this book is "writing with great poise
and clarity, the author says important things in a deceptively simple way about a problem of paramount
significance. A fine piece of clarification, blending just the right mixture of respect and impiety toward the
important heroes of contemporary political science, this is the kind of book I look forward to having
available for our courses in political theory."Ideology, though long pronounced moribund, continues to play
a central role in contemporary political inquiry. In this reevaluation of the true function of political science,
the author lays down guidelines for the construction of fruitful political interpretations in the large areas
where ideological assumptions and claims cannot be adequately tested. He analyzes two representative
theories of power in American society-those of the "pluralists" who affirm and the "elitists" who dispute the
case for democracy-and demonstrates how personal preferences and group-oriented interests enter into the
development of these concepts. Speaking to all social scientists and students engaged in the study of
political processes, Connolly details the methods by which the investigator-who inevitably brings his own
beliefs and values to the task-can lay bare and control the ideological aspects of his own work and that of
others.A critical examination of the writings of some of the leading figures in recent and contemporary
political inquiry, such as Karl Mannheim, C. Wright Mills, Robert Dahl, Daniel Bell, and Seymour Martin
Lipset leads him to assign a decisive role for the political scientist in the creation of carefully formulated
ideologies. An original mind, drawing upon an exceptionally rich store of knowledge, has here produced an
important book which will be of immediate-and challenging-relevance to the work and studies of all
scholars, graduate students, and majors in the field
Democracy: A Very Short Introduction - Bernard Crick 2002-10-10
No political concept is more used, and misused, than that of democracy. Nearly every regime today claims
to be democratic, but not all 'democracies' allow free politics, and free politics existed long before
democratic franchises. This book is a short account of the history of the doctrine and practice of
democracy, from ancient Greece and Rome through the American, French, and Russian revolutions, and of
the usages and practices associated with it in the modern world. It argues that democracy is a necessary
but not a sufficient condition for good government, and that ideas of the rule of law, and of human rights,
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analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly
readable.
Parties and Party Systems: Volume 1 - Giovanni Sartori 1976-10-29

should in some situations limit democratic claims. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions
series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocketsized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts,
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